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the notion of singular or de re thought has become central in philosophy of mind and language yet there is still little
consensus concerning the best way to think about the nature of singular thought coinciding with recognition of the need
for more clarity about the notion there has been a surge of interest in the concept of a mental file as a way to understand
what is distinctive about singular thought what isn t always clear however is what mental files are meant to be and
why we should believe that thoughts that employ them are singular as opposed to descriptive this volume brings together
original chapters by leading scholars which aim to examine and evaluate the viability of the mental files framework for
theorizing about singular thought the first section of the volume addresses the central issues of the definition and nature
of singular thought as well as how it relates to the notion of a mental file the second section addresses the legitimacy
of the mental files conception of singular thought by assessing the philosophical motivations or the purported empirical
support for the view or by laying out a specific version of it the third section helps to clarify both the notion of a mental
file and the mental files conception of singular thought by focusing on their role in explaining de jure coreference in thought
and language the volume then concludes with a final section that casts doubt on the mental files conception and the
legitimacy of the file theoretic framework more generally as ibm scale out network attached storage sonas is adopted it
is important to provide information about planning installation and daily administration this ibm redbooks publication
also describes leading tuning practices information gained by those who implement and support sonas these preferred
practices are based on hands on experience from the field monitoring of the sonas system is included this ibm redbooks
publication provides information about ibm sonas features and function at the 1 5 1 level this book is the companion to
the ibm sonas implementation guide sg24 7962 ibm redbooks publication it is intended for readers who have implemented
sonas and are responsible for daily administration and monitoring this open access book summarizes knowledge about
several file systems and file formats commonly used in mobile devices in addition to the fundamental description of the
formats there are hints about the forensic value of possible artefacts along with an outline of tools that can decode
the relevant data the book is organized into two distinct parts first part i describes several different file systems that
are commonly used in mobile devices apfs is the file system that is used in all modern apple devices including iphones ipads and
even apple computers like the macbook series ext4 is very common in android devices and is the successor of the ext2 and
ext3 file systems that were commonly used on linux based computers the flash friendly file system f2fs is a linux system
designed explicitly for nand flash memory common in removable storage devices and mobile devices which samsung
electronics developed in 2012 the qnx6 file system is present in smartphones delivered by blackberry e g devices that are
using blackberry 10 and modern vehicle infotainment systems that use qnx as their operating system second part ii describes
five different file formats that are commonly used on mobile devices sqlite is nearly omnipresent in mobile devices with an
overwhelming majority of all mobile applications storing their data in such databases the second leading file format in the
mobile world are property lists which are predominantly found on apple devices java serialization is a popular technique
for storing object states in the java programming language mobile application app developers very often resort to this
technique to make their application state persistent the realm database format has emerged over recent years as a possible
successor to the now ageing sqlite format and has begun to appear as part of some modern applications on mobile devices
protocol buffers provide a format for taking compiled data and serializing it by turning it into bytes represented in decimal
values which is a technique commonly used in mobile devices the aim of this book is to act as a knowledge base and reference
guide for digital forensic practitioners who need knowledge about a specific file system or file format it is also hoped to
provide useful insight and knowledge for students or other aspiring professionals who want to work within the field of
digital forensics the book is written with the assumption that the reader will have some existing knowledge and
understanding about computers mobile devices file systems and file formats master s thesis from the year 2007 in the
subject computer science general grade 1 3 technical university of darmstadt 47 entries in the bibliography language
english abstract in this thesis existing mathematical models for p2p systems are presented and evaluated thereby the
search efficiency in structured and unstructured p2p overlays the features and restrictions in p2p streaming applications
the service capacity in p2p file sharing systems content download and replication times in p2p networks and many other
issues are investigated furthermore the new extended model possibly combining the most essential characteristics of p2p
systems in a consistent way is presented the characteristics observed in the new model are categorized in three groups
according to the p2p system properties being described the overlay parameters the characteristics of participating peers
and the resource and service characteristics thereafter the objectives regulated by p2p applications users and providers
and aspects of underlying p2p systems they are interested in are observed we consider the p2p applications skype joost and
kazaa differentiating between the application users and providers and analyzing the technical view on the p2p system
characteristics a wide variety of existing p2p systems integrating the insights of distributed systems databases
complexity theory and many other research areas raised inconsistencies and incompatibilities in used terminologies and
abstractions therefore providing p2p systems interoperability and creating a common model applicable for all p2p systems
became a desirable goal in this thesis the existing p2p layer architectures considering p2p systems as a set of layers
ordered according to their increasing degree of abstraction are presented furthermore each model layer its input output
and functionality are described individually an easy to follow guide to canon s first touchscreen dslr canon calls the
eos rebel t4i 650d its most consumer friendly dslr but there s still a lot to learn expert author and photography
instructor julie adair king handles the subject in a step by step style that will boost your confidence if this is your first
dslr you ll find all the information you need to get going with your new camera and start taking great pictures more than
300 fabulous full color photos illustrate all the camera features and also show you what you and your rebel t4i
650d can achieve canon s eos rebel t4i 650d is a consumer friendly dslr with touchscreen controls expanded autofocus
features and improved low light shooting capabilities this friendly guide explains all the controls and helps you gain
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confidence with the canon eos rebel t4i 650d camera bestselling author julie adair king covers using auto live view and
playback modes how to dial in exposure and lighting controls and how to manipulate focus and color offers advice on
situational shots explains how to get images onto a computer for editing and shows how to print photos or post them
online presents professional editing tips and plenty of beautiful full color images showing what you can achieve popular
author has written more than 15 for dummies books on nikon and canon cameras canon eos rebel t4i 650d for dummies is
the perfect how to guide for anyone venturing into dslr photography with this popular new model this is the only book i
have come across that gives consideration to student midwives there are many study skills books available for nursing
students and although this book is aimed at both it does take into account the differences between the two professions
this is a useful book which delves deeper than its cover would suggest midirs midwifery digest this book is an essential
course companion for nursing and midwifery students at degree and diploma level as well as those returning to study it
covers key skills and knowledge needed such as study strategies reflective practice critical thinking evidence based
research exam techniques literature searching how to succeed in assessments lively and accessible the book includes bullet
points and exercises that will enhance reader efficiency in learning the book also has an accompanying website openup co uk
nursingsuccess that is written specifically for this market and includes tips on writing cvs and covering letters finding a
good job interview skills continuing professional development cpd for nurses and midwives career progression study skills
for nursing and midwifery students has been carefully structured to be used throughout a nursing career it is key reading
for new students in midwifery and all fields of nursing as well as qualified staff who aim to enhance their professional
development this ibm redbooks publication will help you install tailor and configure ibm protectier products with ibm
tivoli storage manager to harness the performance and the power of the two products working together as a data
protection solution this book goes beyond the preferred practices of each product and provides in depth explanations of
each of the items that are configurable and the underlying reasons behind the suggestions this book provides enough
detailed information to allow an administrator to make the correct choices about which methods to use when implementing
both products to meet and to exceed the business requirements this publication provides descriptions and guidance about
the following topics terminology and concepts of protectier and tivoli storage manager planning for protectier to run
with tivoli storage manager setup and configuration of the ibm protectier device as a storage pool in the tivoli storage
manager environment primarily as a virtual tape library vtl interface with a description as a file system interface fsi day
to day administration of protectier when it is used in a tivoli storage manager environment overview of how to plan for
disaster recovery in a protectier and tivoli storage manager environment monitoring and problem solving how a system
administrator can review protectier logs and tivoli storage manager server logs to identify the source of problems hints
tips and use cases for protectier and tivoli storage manager administrators this book is intended for storage
administrators and architects who have ordered and installed ibm protectier products and want to implement tivoli
storage manager as part of a data protection solution this book is also intended for anyone that wants to learn more
about applying and using the benefits of protectier running with tivoli storage manager drawing futures brings together
international designers and artists for speculations in contemporary drawing for art and architecture despite numerous
developments in technological manufacture and computational design that provide new grounds for designers the act of
drawing still plays a central role as a vehicle for speculation there is a rich and long history of drawing tied to
innovations in technology as well as to revolutions in our philosophical understanding of the world in reflection of a
society now underpinned by computational networks and interfaces allowing hitherto unprecedented views of the world
the changing status of the drawing and its representation as a political act demands a platform for reflection and
innovation drawing futures will present a compendium of projects writings and interviews that critically reassess the act
of drawing and where its future may lie drawing futures focuses on the discussion of how the field of drawing may expand
synchronously alongside technological and computational developments the book coincides with an international
conference of the same name taking place at the bartlett school of architecture ucl in november 2016 bringing together
practitioners from many creative fields the book discusses how drawing is changing in relation to new technologies for the
production and dissemination of ideas the perennial digital photography bestseller now updated to cover the hottest
topics digital slr cameras photography for dummies has been a bestseller since it first came into the picture and this new
edition gets you up to shutter speed on the latest technologies available veteran author david busch walks you through
new camera models from the leading manufacturers wifi and gps options full hd moviemaking and the latest dslr features he
also provides you with a solid foundation of knowledge about exposure composition and lighting that any new dslr user
needs to know to get great results from the camera the straightforward but friendly coverage offers tips for choosing a
camera and accessories using different controls maximizing lighting and exposure and editing your photos with this helpful
book by your side you ll learn your way around shutter speed aperture and iso so that you can get a handle on the big
picture while you take pictures introduces you to all the features common to dslr cameras whether it s canon nikon sony
pentax olympus or another digital slr camera shares tips on composition lighting and exposure controls and file formats
shows you how to get photos from your camera to a computer and then how to manage edit and share your pics offers
hints on improving your skills online resources and the jargon of the pros if you re ready to get in the dslr picture then this
is the book you need develop the skills and knowledge to make informed decisions regarding technical factors and diagnostic
imaging quality with the vibrantly illustrated radiologic science for technologists 10th edition updated with the latest
advances in the field this full color and highly detailed edition addresses a broad range of radiologic disciplines and
provides a strong foundation in the study and practice of radiologic physics imaging radiobiology radiation protection
and more unique learning tools strengthen your understanding of key concepts and prepare you for success on the arrt
certification exam and in clinical practice broad coverage of radiologic science topics including radiologic physics imaging
radiobiology radiation protection and more allows you to use the text over several semesters highlighted math formulas
call attention to mathematical information for special focus important concept boxes recap the most important chapter
information colored page tabs for formulas conversion tables abbreviations and other data provide easy access to
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frequently used information end of chapter questions include definition exercises short answer and calculations to help
you review material key terms and expanded glossary enable you to easily reference and study content chapter
introductions summaries objectives and outlines help you organize and pinpoint the most important information new
chapters on digital radiographic technique and digital image display prepare you to use today s technology new
streamlined physics and math sections ensure you are prepared to take the arrt exam and succeed in the clinical setting
managing data is an essential skill that every pc user should have surprisingly though a large number of users even highly
experienced users exhibit poor file management skills resulting in frustration and lost data this brief but invaluable book
file management made simple can resolve this by providing you with the skills and best practices needed for creating
managing and protecting your data do any of the following scenarios sound familiar to you you ve downloaded an
attachment from your e mail but aren t sure where you downloaded it to you spent an entire evening working on a
document only to discover the next morning that you didn t save it to your flash drive like you thought you had maybe
you had a guest visiting and wanted to share with them the pictures you took of your kids recital yet when you went to
get them you were unable to recall where you stored them on your pc or you scanned your receipts for your expense
reports on day and came back the next day and scanned some for another report only to find that the new ones numbered
scan 1 scan 2 still exist unfortunately for a vast number of pc users scenarios like these are all too common these
situations are not only extremely frustrating for the user but also tend to discourage them from ever wanting to touch
a pc again why is that what is the common factor it s simple really each of these issues can be attributed to poor file
management skills in my experience the people with the worst file management skills are simply the ones that lack an
understanding of how to navigate the windows operating system however this situation can be easily rectified and once
you can successfully navigate your computer s drive and folder structure you ll be hard pressed to misplace anything
although this process can seem daunting to the uninitiated this isn t black magic in fact it s actually quite simpl e keeping
your files and folders organized on the computer is no more difficult than keeping them organized in real life there is a place
for everything and everything has its place we will show you how to navigate windows correctly and efficiently where
specific types of files should be stored we ll also show you how best to name and manage your files such as using
descriptive folders to identify files implementing the best naming conventions for files and directories and how to group
various types of data together ensuring that the data you need is always readily available finally we ll introduce you
to some of the best options for transporting and protecting your data we will show you the skills you need to easily
manage your data using clear and simple english without the confusing technical jargon all this and more can be
accomplished with file management made simple by your side this is a policy oriented and comparatively oriented textbook
on air and space law for students and practitioners it covers the history and development in air and space law their
interrelationships with the law of the seas and the law of antartica institutions working in the field of air and space law
sovereignty in national penal air law private international air law especially liability law and public and private space
law much attention is devoted to the law of air commerce bilateral air services agreements inter airline co operation the
effect of competition antitrust and european union law deregulation privatization and commercialization of air transport
ownership and control of airlines and airline alliances multilateralisation of air transport and congestion and
environmental controls the last chapter of the book briefly deals with the legal aspects of commercial outer space
application increasingly air transport both in fact and in law is becoming an ordinary industry like any other and is being
treated as such rapidly commercial outer space activities are being privatized and commercialized this book constitutes the
thoroughly refereed post conference proceedings of the 10th international workshop on digital forensics and
watermarking iwdw 2011 held in atlantic city nj usa during october 23 26 2011 the 37 revised full papers presented
were carefully selected from 59 submissions conference papers are organized in 6 technical sessions covering the topics of
steganography and steganalysis watermarking visual cryptography forensics anti forensics fingerprinting privacy and
security this book is written for trainees in all subjects related to health research orientated questions are incorporated
into the majority of royal college membership examinations for example in the osce station a research study or paper has
to be criticised because of the nature of the editors posts and their contacts there is naturally an emphasis on the
specialist registrar trainee in obstetrics and gynaecology and many of the writers and thus the examples in the text are
obstetric and gynaecological however physicians surgeons midwives and nurses could readily use the book this practical
handbook is designed to help language teachers teacher trainers and students learn more about their options for using
computer assisted language learning call and develop an understanding of the theory and research supporting these
options the chapters in new perspectives on call for second language classrooms synthesize previous call theory and
research and describe practical applications to both second and foreign language classrooms including procedures for
evaluating these applications the implementation of call at the institutional level is also addressed with attention to
designing multimedia language laboratories and creating collaborative call based projects between educational
institutions although many chapters locate their descriptions of call activities and projects within the esl efl setting the
principles and activities described are equally useful for other language settings the book does not require prior
knowledge of call computers or software to assist readers a glossary of call terms and an appendix of call sites are
provided the book also has its own accompanying site erlbaum com callforl2classrooms presenting chapter abstracts
author contact information and regularly updated links to pedagogical research and teacher development sites by
integrating theoretical issues research findings and practical guidelines on different aspects of call this book offers
teachers multiple levels of resources for their own professional development for needs based creation of specific call
activities for curriculum design and for implementation of institutional and inter institutional call projects computers
were supposed to save us time but windows xp users know how often the opposite seems to be true what if you could get
a list of shortcuts that would save you time every single day windows xp timesaving techniques for dummies 2nd edition
includes 70 of them great tips and tricks that make windows work faster more reliably and more like the way you work
collected and tested by windows guru woody leonhard these timesavers are organized into groups of related tasks so
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you can quickly find the ones that will help you at any given time you can set up your desktop and launch your programs
in the way that makes sense for you take back control of the internet and e mail manage your music and visual media and
protect your system in a few simple steps you ll find no nonsense advice on eliminating irritating programs that start
automatically speeding up the restart or shutdown process streamlining searches the start menu and outlook express
strengthening your firewall and zapping scumware adjusting your monitor to reduce eyestrain reducing download time for
photos enhancing the performance of your network making online shopping faster as well as safer scheduling maintenance
chores to run while you sleep from the most basic to somewhat advanced tricks designed for power users this grocery list
of timesavers has something for every windows xp user including you everything you need to know about your new n1
camera portable and full color this guide is packed with everything you want and need to know in order to take amazing
photos using your new nikon camera n1 veteran author j dennis thomas walks you through the essential controls
features and functions of the n1 using step by step instructions and providing full color images of each menu screen you ll
learn how to adjust white balance autofocus and exposure as well as choose lens and adjust settings the handy trim size
allows this guide to go where you go allowing you easy access to information quickly so you can get the exact shot
you want when you want it helps you make the most of your camera n1 and get the shots you want features valuable
insight from a successful professional photographer for capturing unique and memorable portrait candid action travel
sports and other shots provides step by step explanations on techniques and tips all aimed at getting you comfortable
and confident with your camera go beyond the basic manual and the standard settings and see what your camera n1 can do
with camera n1 digital field guide optimized cloud resource management and scheduling identifies research directions and
technologies that will facilitate efficient management and scheduling of computing resources in cloud data centers
supporting scientific industrial business and consumer applications it serves as a valuable reference for systems
architects practitioners developers researchers and graduate level students explains how to optimally model and
schedule computing resources in cloud computing provides in depth quality analysis of different load balance and energy
efficient scheduling algorithms for cloud data centers and hadoop clusters introduces real world applications including
business scientific and related case studies discusses different cloud platforms with real test bed and simulation tools
best selling book for jkssb panchayat secretary village level worker exam with objective type questions as per the latest
syllabus given by the jammu and kashmir services selection board jkssb panchayat secretary village level worker
preparation kit comes with 25 tests 10 practice tests 15 sectional tests with the best quality content increase your
chances of selection by 16x jkssb panchayat secretary village level worker prep kit comes with well structured and 100
detailed solutions for all the questions clear exam with good grades using thoroughly researched content by experts the
handbook of pharmaceutical manufacturing formulations third edition volume three liquid products is an authoritative
and practical guide to the art and science of formulating drugs for commercial manufacturing with thoroughly revised
and expanded content this third volume of a six volume set compiles data from fda and ema new drug applications patents
and patent applications and other sources of generic and proprietary formulations including author s own experience to
cover the broad spectrum of cgmp formulations and issues in using these formulations in a commercial setting a must have
collection for pharmaceutical manufacturers educational institutions and regulatory authorities this is an excellent
platform for drug companies to benchmark their products and for generic companies to formulate drugs coming off patent
features largest source of authoritative and practical formulations cgmp compliance guidance and self audit suggestions
differs from other publications on formulation science in that it focuses on readily scalable commercial formulations
that can be adopted for cgmp manufacturing tackles common difficulties in formulating drugs and presents details on
stability testing bioequivalence testing and full compliance with drug product safety elements written by a well
recognized authority on drug and dosage form development including biological drugs and alternative medicines validate
your aws cloud database skills aws certified database study guide specialty dbs c01 exam focuses on helping you to
understand the basic job role of a database administrator architect and to prepare for taking the certification exam this
is your opportunity to take the next step in your career by expanding and validating your skills on the aws cloud and
performing a database focused role aws is the frontrunner in cloud computing products and services and this study guide
will help you to gain an understanding of core aws services uses and basic aws database design and deployment best
practices aws offers more than relational and nonrelation databases they offer purpose built databases which allow
you to utilize database services prebuilt to meet your business requirements if you are looking to take the specialty dbs
c01 exam this study guide is what you need for comprehensive content and robust study tools that will help you gain the
edge on exam day and throughout your career aws certified database certification offers a great way for it
professionals to achieve industry recognition as cloud experts this new study guide is perfect for you if you perform a
database focused role and want to pass the dbs c01 exam to prove your knowledge of how to design and deploy secure
and robust database applications on aws technologies it cloud professionals who hold aws certifications are in great
demand and this certification could take your career to the next level master all the key concepts you need to pass the
aws certified database specialty dbs c01 exam further your career by demonstrating your cloud computing expertise and
your knowledge of databases and database services understand the concept of purpose built databases allowing you to
pick the right tool for the right job review deployment and migration management and operations monitoring and
troubleshooting database security and more access the sybex online learning environment and test bank for interactive
study aids and practice questions readers will also get one year of free access after activation to sybex s superior
online interactive learning environment and test bank including hundreds of questions a practice exam electronic flashcards
and a glossary of key terms the authoritative visual guide to cisco firepower threat defense ftd this is the definitive guide
to best practices and advanced troubleshooting techniques for the cisco flagship firepower threat defense ftd system
running on cisco asa platforms cisco firepower security appliances firepower extensible operating system fxos and vmware
virtual appliances senior cisco engineer nazmul rajib draws on unsurpassed experience supporting and training cisco
firepower engineers worldwide and presenting detailed knowledge of cisco firepower deployment tuning and troubleshooting
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writing for cybersecurity consultants service providers channel partners and enterprise or government security
professionals he shows how to deploy the cisco firepower next generation security technologies to protect your
network from potential cyber threats and how to use firepower s robust command line tools to investigate a wide
variety of technical issues each consistently organized chapter contains definitions of keywords operational flowcharts
architectural diagrams best practices configuration steps with detailed screenshots verification tools troubleshooting
techniques and faqs drawn directly from issues raised by cisco customers at the global technical assistance center tac
covering key firepower materials on the ccna security ccnp security and ccie security exams this guide also includes end of
chapter quizzes to help candidates prepare understand the operational architecture of the cisco firepower ngfw ngips and
amp technologies deploy ftd on asa platform and firepower appliance running fxos configure and troubleshoot firepower
management center fmc plan and deploy fmc and ftd on vmware virtual appliance design and implement the firepower
management network on fmc and ftd understand and apply firepower licenses and register ftd with fmc deploy ftd in routed
transparent inline inline tap and passive modes manage traffic flow with detect only block trust and bypass operations
implement rate limiting and analyze quality of service qos blacklist suspicious ip addresses via security intelligence block
dns queries to the malicious domains filter urls based on category risk and reputation discover a network and implement
application visibility and control avc control file transfers and block malicious files using advanced malware protection
amp halt cyber attacks using snort based intrusion rule masquerade an internal host s original ip address using network
address translation nat capture traffic and obtain troubleshooting files for advanced analysis use command line tools
to identify status trace packet flows analyze logs and debug messages part of the new perspectives series this best
selling concepts text uses technology in innovative and practical ways to enhance both the teaching and learning
experience as a brief text this book covers basic computer concepts from software and multimedia to computer files and
buying a computer all trainee teachers hoping to gain qualified teacher status qts need to pass a computerised ict skills
test the test is designed to ensure all those qualifying as teachers have a sound grasp of fundamental ict skills such as
databases word processing and the internet and can apply these in their work both in and out of the classroom this text
outlines the test requirements and explains the basic subject knowledge essential to completing the test the fourth edition
is fully updated to comply with the latest tda standards and includes new self assessment questions mosaic for windows
is an informative book on how to use the most popular internet navigation tool ever developed by focussing on the pc
windows version of mosaic ncsa air mosaic and spyglass including browsers like netscape winand websurfer this book will
provide an easy to follow guide to using a pc and mosaic to browse collect and discover information and resources
across the entire electronic world pro spring integration is an authoritative book from the experts that guides you
through the vast world of enterprise application integration eai and application of the spring integration framework
towards solving integration problems the book is an introduction to the concepts of enterprise application integration a
reference on building event driven applications using spring integration a guide to solving common integration problems using
spring integration what makes this book unique is its coverage of contemporary technologies and real world information
with a focus on common problems that users are likely to confront this book zeroes in on extending the spring integration
framework to meet your custom integration demands as spring integration is an extension of the spring programming model
it builds on the spring framework s existing support for enterprise integration this book will take you through all aspects
of this relationship and show you how to get the most out of your spring applications where integration is a
consideration it discusses simple messaging within spring based applications and integration with external systems via
simple adapters those adapters provide a higher level of abstraction over spring s support for remoting messaging and
scheduling all of which receives coverage in this book a comprehensive review of all modern methods for plant root
research both in the field and in the laboratory it covers the effects of environmental interactions with root growth and
function focussing in particular on the assessment of root distribution and dynamics it also describes and discusses the
processing of root observations analysis and modelling of root growth and architecture root image analysis computer
assisted tomography and magnetic resonance imaging furthermore a survey of the application of isotope techniques in root
physiology is given
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the notion of singular or de re thought has become central in philosophy of mind and language yet there is still little
consensus concerning the best way to think about the nature of singular thought coinciding with recognition of the need
for more clarity about the notion there has been a surge of interest in the concept of a mental file as a way to understand
what is distinctive about singular thought what isn t always clear however is what mental files are meant to be and
why we should believe that thoughts that employ them are singular as opposed to descriptive this volume brings together
original chapters by leading scholars which aim to examine and evaluate the viability of the mental files framework for
theorizing about singular thought the first section of the volume addresses the central issues of the definition and nature
of singular thought as well as how it relates to the notion of a mental file the second section addresses the legitimacy
of the mental files conception of singular thought by assessing the philosophical motivations or the purported empirical
support for the view or by laying out a specific version of it the third section helps to clarify both the notion of a mental
file and the mental files conception of singular thought by focusing on their role in explaining de jure coreference in thought
and language the volume then concludes with a final section that casts doubt on the mental files conception and the
legitimacy of the file theoretic framework more generally
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as ibm scale out network attached storage sonas is adopted it is important to provide information about planning
installation and daily administration this ibm redbooks publication also describes leading tuning practices information
gained by those who implement and support sonas these preferred practices are based on hands on experience from the field
monitoring of the sonas system is included this ibm redbooks publication provides information about ibm sonas features and
function at the 1 5 1 level this book is the companion to the ibm sonas implementation guide sg24 7962 ibm redbooks
publication it is intended for readers who have implemented sonas and are responsible for daily administration and
monitoring
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this open access book summarizes knowledge about several file systems and file formats commonly used in mobile devices in
addition to the fundamental description of the formats there are hints about the forensic value of possible artefacts
along with an outline of tools that can decode the relevant data the book is organized into two distinct parts first
part i describes several different file systems that are commonly used in mobile devices apfs is the file system that is used in
all modern apple devices including iphones ipads and even apple computers like the macbook series ext4 is very common in
android devices and is the successor of the ext2 and ext3 file systems that were commonly used on linux based computers
the flash friendly file system f2fs is a linux system designed explicitly for nand flash memory common in removable storage
devices and mobile devices which samsung electronics developed in 2012 the qnx6 file system is present in smartphones
delivered by blackberry e g devices that are using blackberry 10 and modern vehicle infotainment systems that use qnx as
their operating system second part ii describes five different file formats that are commonly used on mobile devices sqlite is
nearly omnipresent in mobile devices with an overwhelming majority of all mobile applications storing their data in such
databases the second leading file format in the mobile world are property lists which are predominantly found on apple
devices java serialization is a popular technique for storing object states in the java programming language mobile
application app developers very often resort to this technique to make their application state persistent the realm
database format has emerged over recent years as a possible successor to the now ageing sqlite format and has begun to
appear as part of some modern applications on mobile devices protocol buffers provide a format for taking compiled data
and serializing it by turning it into bytes represented in decimal values which is a technique commonly used in mobile devices
the aim of this book is to act as a knowledge base and reference guide for digital forensic practitioners who need knowledge
about a specific file system or file format it is also hoped to provide useful insight and knowledge for students or other
aspiring professionals who want to work within the field of digital forensics the book is written with the assumption
that the reader will have some existing knowledge and understanding about computers mobile devices file systems and file
formats
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master s thesis from the year 2007 in the subject computer science general grade 1 3 technical university of darmstadt 47
entries in the bibliography language english abstract in this thesis existing mathematical models for p2p systems are
presented and evaluated thereby the search efficiency in structured and unstructured p2p overlays the features and



restrictions in p2p streaming applications the service capacity in p2p file sharing systems content download and
replication times in p2p networks and many other issues are investigated furthermore the new extended model possibly
combining the most essential characteristics of p2p systems in a consistent way is presented the characteristics observed
in the new model are categorized in three groups according to the p2p system properties being described the overlay
parameters the characteristics of participating peers and the resource and service characteristics thereafter the
objectives regulated by p2p applications users and providers and aspects of underlying p2p systems they are interested in
are observed we consider the p2p applications skype joost and kazaa differentiating between the application users and
providers and analyzing the technical view on the p2p system characteristics a wide variety of existing p2p systems
integrating the insights of distributed systems databases complexity theory and many other research areas raised
inconsistencies and incompatibilities in used terminologies and abstractions therefore providing p2p systems interoperability
and creating a common model applicable for all p2p systems became a desirable goal in this thesis the existing p2p layer
architectures considering p2p systems as a set of layers ordered according to their increasing degree of abstraction are
presented furthermore each model layer its input output and functionality are described individually

Evaluation and Extension of Mathematical Models of P2P Systems
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an easy to follow guide to canon s first touchscreen dslr canon calls the eos rebel t4i 650d its most consumer friendly
dslr but there s still a lot to learn expert author and photography instructor julie adair king handles the subject in a
step by step style that will boost your confidence if this is your first dslr you ll find all the information you need to get
going with your new camera and start taking great pictures more than 300 fabulous full color photos illustrate all
the camera features and also show you what you and your rebel t4i 650d can achieve canon s eos rebel t4i 650d is a
consumer friendly dslr with touchscreen controls expanded autofocus features and improved low light shooting
capabilities this friendly guide explains all the controls and helps you gain confidence with the canon eos rebel t4i 650d
camera bestselling author julie adair king covers using auto live view and playback modes how to dial in exposure and
lighting controls and how to manipulate focus and color offers advice on situational shots explains how to get images
onto a computer for editing and shows how to print photos or post them online presents professional editing tips and
plenty of beautiful full color images showing what you can achieve popular author has written more than 15 for
dummies books on nikon and canon cameras canon eos rebel t4i 650d for dummies is the perfect how to guide for anyone
venturing into dslr photography with this popular new model

Canon EOS Rebel T4i/650D For Dummies

2012-09-20

this is the only book i have come across that gives consideration to student midwives there are many study skills books
available for nursing students and although this book is aimed at both it does take into account the differences between
the two professions this is a useful book which delves deeper than its cover would suggest midirs midwifery digest this
book is an essential course companion for nursing and midwifery students at degree and diploma level as well as those
returning to study it covers key skills and knowledge needed such as study strategies reflective practice critical thinking
evidence based research exam techniques literature searching how to succeed in assessments lively and accessible the book
includes bullet points and exercises that will enhance reader efficiency in learning the book also has an accompanying
website openup co uk nursingsuccess that is written specifically for this market and includes tips on writing cvs and
covering letters finding a good job interview skills continuing professional development cpd for nurses and midwives career
progression study skills for nursing and midwifery students has been carefully structured to be used throughout a
nursing career it is key reading for new students in midwifery and all fields of nursing as well as qualified staff who aim to
enhance their professional development

Study Skills for Nursing and Midwifery Students

2007-08-16

this ibm redbooks publication will help you install tailor and configure ibm protectier products with ibm tivoli storage
manager to harness the performance and the power of the two products working together as a data protection solution
this book goes beyond the preferred practices of each product and provides in depth explanations of each of the items that
are configurable and the underlying reasons behind the suggestions this book provides enough detailed information to
allow an administrator to make the correct choices about which methods to use when implementing both products to meet
and to exceed the business requirements this publication provides descriptions and guidance about the following topics
terminology and concepts of protectier and tivoli storage manager planning for protectier to run with tivoli storage
manager setup and configuration of the ibm protectier device as a storage pool in the tivoli storage manager environment
primarily as a virtual tape library vtl interface with a description as a file system interface fsi day to day administration
of protectier when it is used in a tivoli storage manager environment overview of how to plan for disaster recovery in a
protectier and tivoli storage manager environment monitoring and problem solving how a system administrator can review



protectier logs and tivoli storage manager server logs to identify the source of problems hints tips and use cases for
protectier and tivoli storage manager administrators this book is intended for storage administrators and architects who
have ordered and installed ibm protectier products and want to implement tivoli storage manager as part of a data
protection solution this book is also intended for anyone that wants to learn more about applying and using the benefits
of protectier running with tivoli storage manager

File Specifications, Validation Criteria, Record Layouts for Electronic and
Magnetic Media Filing of U.S. Income Tax Returns for Estates and Trusts, Form
1041 for Tax Year ...

1999

drawing futures brings together international designers and artists for speculations in contemporary drawing for art and
architecture despite numerous developments in technological manufacture and computational design that provide new
grounds for designers the act of drawing still plays a central role as a vehicle for speculation there is a rich and long
history of drawing tied to innovations in technology as well as to revolutions in our philosophical understanding of the
world in reflection of a society now underpinned by computational networks and interfaces allowing hitherto
unprecedented views of the world the changing status of the drawing and its representation as a political act demands a
platform for reflection and innovation drawing futures will present a compendium of projects writings and interviews that
critically reassess the act of drawing and where its future may lie drawing futures focuses on the discussion of how the
field of drawing may expand synchronously alongside technological and computational developments the book coincides
with an international conference of the same name taking place at the bartlett school of architecture ucl in november
2016 bringing together practitioners from many creative fields the book discusses how drawing is changing in relation to
new technologies for the production and dissemination of ideas

Newsletter

1980

the perennial digital photography bestseller now updated to cover the hottest topics digital slr cameras photography
for dummies has been a bestseller since it first came into the picture and this new edition gets you up to shutter speed on
the latest technologies available veteran author david busch walks you through new camera models from the leading
manufacturers wifi and gps options full hd moviemaking and the latest dslr features he also provides you with a solid
foundation of knowledge about exposure composition and lighting that any new dslr user needs to know to get great
results from the camera the straightforward but friendly coverage offers tips for choosing a camera and accessories
using different controls maximizing lighting and exposure and editing your photos with this helpful book by your side you ll
learn your way around shutter speed aperture and iso so that you can get a handle on the big picture while you take
pictures introduces you to all the features common to dslr cameras whether it s canon nikon sony pentax olympus or
another digital slr camera shares tips on composition lighting and exposure controls and file formats shows you how to
get photos from your camera to a computer and then how to manage edit and share your pics offers hints on improving
your skills online resources and the jargon of the pros if you re ready to get in the dslr picture then this is the book you
need

Harnessing the Power of ProtecTIER and Tivoli Storage Manager

2014-08-19

develop the skills and knowledge to make informed decisions regarding technical factors and diagnostic imaging quality
with the vibrantly illustrated radiologic science for technologists 10th edition updated with the latest advances in the
field this full color and highly detailed edition addresses a broad range of radiologic disciplines and provides a strong
foundation in the study and practice of radiologic physics imaging radiobiology radiation protection and more unique
learning tools strengthen your understanding of key concepts and prepare you for success on the arrt certification exam
and in clinical practice broad coverage of radiologic science topics including radiologic physics imaging radiobiology
radiation protection and more allows you to use the text over several semesters highlighted math formulas call
attention to mathematical information for special focus important concept boxes recap the most important chapter
information colored page tabs for formulas conversion tables abbreviations and other data provide easy access to
frequently used information end of chapter questions include definition exercises short answer and calculations to help
you review material key terms and expanded glossary enable you to easily reference and study content chapter
introductions summaries objectives and outlines help you organize and pinpoint the most important information new
chapters on digital radiographic technique and digital image display prepare you to use today s technology new
streamlined physics and math sections ensure you are prepared to take the arrt exam and succeed in the clinical setting
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managing data is an essential skill that every pc user should have surprisingly though a large number of users even highly
experienced users exhibit poor file management skills resulting in frustration and lost data this brief but invaluable book
file management made simple can resolve this by providing you with the skills and best practices needed for creating
managing and protecting your data do any of the following scenarios sound familiar to you you ve downloaded an
attachment from your e mail but aren t sure where you downloaded it to you spent an entire evening working on a
document only to discover the next morning that you didn t save it to your flash drive like you thought you had maybe
you had a guest visiting and wanted to share with them the pictures you took of your kids recital yet when you went to
get them you were unable to recall where you stored them on your pc or you scanned your receipts for your expense
reports on day and came back the next day and scanned some for another report only to find that the new ones numbered
scan 1 scan 2 still exist unfortunately for a vast number of pc users scenarios like these are all too common these
situations are not only extremely frustrating for the user but also tend to discourage them from ever wanting to touch
a pc again why is that what is the common factor it s simple really each of these issues can be attributed to poor file
management skills in my experience the people with the worst file management skills are simply the ones that lack an
understanding of how to navigate the windows operating system however this situation can be easily rectified and once
you can successfully navigate your computer s drive and folder structure you ll be hard pressed to misplace anything
although this process can seem daunting to the uninitiated this isn t black magic in fact it s actually quite simpl e keeping
your files and folders organized on the computer is no more difficult than keeping them organized in real life there is a place
for everything and everything has its place we will show you how to navigate windows correctly and efficiently where
specific types of files should be stored we ll also show you how best to name and manage your files such as using
descriptive folders to identify files implementing the best naming conventions for files and directories and how to group
various types of data together ensuring that the data you need is always readily available finally we ll introduce you
to some of the best options for transporting and protecting your data we will show you the skills you need to easily
manage your data using clear and simple english without the confusing technical jargon all this and more can be
accomplished with file management made simple by your side

Drawing Futures
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this is a policy oriented and comparatively oriented textbook on air and space law for students and practitioners it
covers the history and development in air and space law their interrelationships with the law of the seas and the law of
antartica institutions working in the field of air and space law sovereignty in national penal air law private
international air law especially liability law and public and private space law much attention is devoted to the law of
air commerce bilateral air services agreements inter airline co operation the effect of competition antitrust and european
union law deregulation privatization and commercialization of air transport ownership and control of airlines and airline
alliances multilateralisation of air transport and congestion and environmental controls the last chapter of the book
briefly deals with the legal aspects of commercial outer space application increasingly air transport both in fact and in
law is becoming an ordinary industry like any other and is being treated as such rapidly commercial outer space activities
are being privatized and commercialized

Digital SLR Cameras and Photography For Dummies

2011-09-29

this book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post conference proceedings of the 10th international workshop on digital
forensics and watermarking iwdw 2011 held in atlantic city nj usa during october 23 26 2011 the 37 revised full papers
presented were carefully selected from 59 submissions conference papers are organized in 6 technical sessions covering the
topics of steganography and steganalysis watermarking visual cryptography forensics anti forensics fingerprinting
privacy and security

Radiologic Science for Technologists - E-Book

2012-06-15

this book is written for trainees in all subjects related to health research orientated questions are incorporated into the
majority of royal college membership examinations for example in the osce station a research study or paper has to be
criticised because of the nature of the editors posts and their contacts there is naturally an emphasis on the specialist
registrar trainee in obstetrics and gynaecology and many of the writers and thus the examples in the text are obstetric
and gynaecological however physicians surgeons midwives and nurses could readily use the book



File Management Made Simple, Windows Edition
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this practical handbook is designed to help language teachers teacher trainers and students learn more about their
options for using computer assisted language learning call and develop an understanding of the theory and research
supporting these options the chapters in new perspectives on call for second language classrooms synthesize previous
call theory and research and describe practical applications to both second and foreign language classrooms including
procedures for evaluating these applications the implementation of call at the institutional level is also addressed with
attention to designing multimedia language laboratories and creating collaborative call based projects between
educational institutions although many chapters locate their descriptions of call activities and projects within the esl
efl setting the principles and activities described are equally useful for other language settings the book does not require
prior knowledge of call computers or software to assist readers a glossary of call terms and an appendix of call sites
are provided the book also has its own accompanying site erlbaum com callforl2classrooms presenting chapter abstracts
author contact information and regularly updated links to pedagogical research and teacher development sites by
integrating theoretical issues research findings and practical guidelines on different aspects of call this book offers
teachers multiple levels of resources for their own professional development for needs based creation of specific call
activities for curriculum design and for implementation of institutional and inter institutional call projects

Fundamental Use of the Michigan Terminal System

1976

computers were supposed to save us time but windows xp users know how often the opposite seems to be true what if you
could get a list of shortcuts that would save you time every single day windows xp timesaving techniques for dummies
2nd edition includes 70 of them great tips and tricks that make windows work faster more reliably and more like the way
you work collected and tested by windows guru woody leonhard these timesavers are organized into groups of related
tasks so you can quickly find the ones that will help you at any given time you can set up your desktop and launch your
programs in the way that makes sense for you take back control of the internet and e mail manage your music and visual
media and protect your system in a few simple steps you ll find no nonsense advice on eliminating irritating programs that
start automatically speeding up the restart or shutdown process streamlining searches the start menu and outlook
express strengthening your firewall and zapping scumware adjusting your monitor to reduce eyestrain reducing download
time for photos enhancing the performance of your network making online shopping faster as well as safer scheduling
maintenance chores to run while you sleep from the most basic to somewhat advanced tricks designed for power users this
grocery list of timesavers has something for every windows xp user including you

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Reports

1995

everything you need to know about your new n1 camera portable and full color this guide is packed with everything you
want and need to know in order to take amazing photos using your new nikon camera n1 veteran author j dennis thomas
walks you through the essential controls features and functions of the n1 using step by step instructions and providing
full color images of each menu screen you ll learn how to adjust white balance autofocus and exposure as well as
choose lens and adjust settings the handy trim size allows this guide to go where you go allowing you easy access to
information quickly so you can get the exact shot you want when you want it helps you make the most of your camera
n1 and get the shots you want features valuable insight from a successful professional photographer for capturing
unique and memorable portrait candid action travel sports and other shots provides step by step explanations on
techniques and tips all aimed at getting you comfortable and confident with your camera go beyond the basic manual and
the standard settings and see what your camera n1 can do with camera n1 digital field guide

The Law and Policy of Air Space and Outer Space

2003-01-01

optimized cloud resource management and scheduling identifies research directions and technologies that will facilitate
efficient management and scheduling of computing resources in cloud data centers supporting scientific industrial business
and consumer applications it serves as a valuable reference for systems architects practitioners developers researchers
and graduate level students explains how to optimally model and schedule computing resources in cloud computing
provides in depth quality analysis of different load balance and energy efficient scheduling algorithms for cloud data
centers and hadoop clusters introduces real world applications including business scientific and related case studies
discusses different cloud platforms with real test bed and simulation tools
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best selling book for jkssb panchayat secretary village level worker exam with objective type questions as per the latest
syllabus given by the jammu and kashmir services selection board jkssb panchayat secretary village level worker
preparation kit comes with 25 tests 10 practice tests 15 sectional tests with the best quality content increase your
chances of selection by 16x jkssb panchayat secretary village level worker prep kit comes with well structured and 100
detailed solutions for all the questions clear exam with good grades using thoroughly researched content by experts

Digital Forensics and Watermarking

2012-07-16

the handbook of pharmaceutical manufacturing formulations third edition volume three liquid products is an
authoritative and practical guide to the art and science of formulating drugs for commercial manufacturing with
thoroughly revised and expanded content this third volume of a six volume set compiles data from fda and ema new drug
applications patents and patent applications and other sources of generic and proprietary formulations including author
s own experience to cover the broad spectrum of cgmp formulations and issues in using these formulations in a commercial
setting a must have collection for pharmaceutical manufacturers educational institutions and regulatory authorities
this is an excellent platform for drug companies to benchmark their products and for generic companies to formulate drugs
coming off patent features largest source of authoritative and practical formulations cgmp compliance guidance and self
audit suggestions differs from other publications on formulation science in that it focuses on readily scalable commercial
formulations that can be adopted for cgmp manufacturing tackles common difficulties in formulating drugs and presents
details on stability testing bioequivalence testing and full compliance with drug product safety elements written by a
well recognized authority on drug and dosage form development including biological drugs and alternative medicines

Introduction to Research Methodology for Specialist Trainees

2007

validate your aws cloud database skills aws certified database study guide specialty dbs c01 exam focuses on helping
you to understand the basic job role of a database administrator architect and to prepare for taking the certification
exam this is your opportunity to take the next step in your career by expanding and validating your skills on the aws
cloud and performing a database focused role aws is the frontrunner in cloud computing products and services and this
study guide will help you to gain an understanding of core aws services uses and basic aws database design and
deployment best practices aws offers more than relational and nonrelation databases they offer purpose built databases
which allow you to utilize database services prebuilt to meet your business requirements if you are looking to take the
specialty dbs c01 exam this study guide is what you need for comprehensive content and robust study tools that will
help you gain the edge on exam day and throughout your career aws certified database certification offers a great way
for it professionals to achieve industry recognition as cloud experts this new study guide is perfect for you if you
perform a database focused role and want to pass the dbs c01 exam to prove your knowledge of how to design and
deploy secure and robust database applications on aws technologies it cloud professionals who hold aws certifications
are in great demand and this certification could take your career to the next level master all the key concepts you need
to pass the aws certified database specialty dbs c01 exam further your career by demonstrating your cloud computing
expertise and your knowledge of databases and database services understand the concept of purpose built databases
allowing you to pick the right tool for the right job review deployment and migration management and operations
monitoring and troubleshooting database security and more access the sybex online learning environment and test bank for
interactive study aids and practice questions readers will also get one year of free access after activation to sybex s
superior online interactive learning environment and test bank including hundreds of questions a practice exam electronic
flashcards and a glossary of key terms

New Perspectives on CALL for Second Language Classrooms

2013-06-17

the authoritative visual guide to cisco firepower threat defense ftd this is the definitive guide to best practices and
advanced troubleshooting techniques for the cisco flagship firepower threat defense ftd system running on cisco asa
platforms cisco firepower security appliances firepower extensible operating system fxos and vmware virtual appliances
senior cisco engineer nazmul rajib draws on unsurpassed experience supporting and training cisco firepower engineers
worldwide and presenting detailed knowledge of cisco firepower deployment tuning and troubleshooting writing for
cybersecurity consultants service providers channel partners and enterprise or government security professionals he
shows how to deploy the cisco firepower next generation security technologies to protect your network from potential
cyber threats and how to use firepower s robust command line tools to investigate a wide variety of technical issues



each consistently organized chapter contains definitions of keywords operational flowcharts architectural diagrams
best practices configuration steps with detailed screenshots verification tools troubleshooting techniques and faqs
drawn directly from issues raised by cisco customers at the global technical assistance center tac covering key firepower
materials on the ccna security ccnp security and ccie security exams this guide also includes end of chapter quizzes to help
candidates prepare understand the operational architecture of the cisco firepower ngfw ngips and amp technologies deploy
ftd on asa platform and firepower appliance running fxos configure and troubleshoot firepower management center fmc
plan and deploy fmc and ftd on vmware virtual appliance design and implement the firepower management network on fmc and
ftd understand and apply firepower licenses and register ftd with fmc deploy ftd in routed transparent inline inline tap and
passive modes manage traffic flow with detect only block trust and bypass operations implement rate limiting and analyze
quality of service qos blacklist suspicious ip addresses via security intelligence block dns queries to the malicious
domains filter urls based on category risk and reputation discover a network and implement application visibility and
control avc control file transfers and block malicious files using advanced malware protection amp halt cyber attacks
using snort based intrusion rule masquerade an internal host s original ip address using network address translation nat
capture traffic and obtain troubleshooting files for advanced analysis use command line tools to identify status trace
packet flows analyze logs and debug messages

The Regulation of the Jitney Bus

1915

part of the new perspectives series this best selling concepts text uses technology in innovative and practical ways to
enhance both the teaching and learning experience as a brief text this book covers basic computer concepts from software
and multimedia to computer files and buying a computer

Monthly Bulletin

1914

all trainee teachers hoping to gain qualified teacher status qts need to pass a computerised ict skills test the test is
designed to ensure all those qualifying as teachers have a sound grasp of fundamental ict skills such as databases word
processing and the internet and can apply these in their work both in and out of the classroom this text outlines the test
requirements and explains the basic subject knowledge essential to completing the test the fourth edition is fully updated
to comply with the latest tda standards and includes new self assessment questions

Monthly Bulletin. New Series

1915

mosaic for windows is an informative book on how to use the most popular internet navigation tool ever developed by
focussing on the pc windows version of mosaic ncsa air mosaic and spyglass including browsers like netscape winand
websurfer this book will provide an easy to follow guide to using a pc and mosaic to browse collect and discover
information and resources across the entire electronic world

Windows XP Timesaving Techniques For Dummies

2005-01-28

pro spring integration is an authoritative book from the experts that guides you through the vast world of enterprise
application integration eai and application of the spring integration framework towards solving integration problems the
book is an introduction to the concepts of enterprise application integration a reference on building event driven
applications using spring integration a guide to solving common integration problems using spring integration what makes
this book unique is its coverage of contemporary technologies and real world information with a focus on common
problems that users are likely to confront this book zeroes in on extending the spring integration framework to meet your
custom integration demands as spring integration is an extension of the spring programming model it builds on the spring
framework s existing support for enterprise integration this book will take you through all aspects of this relationship
and show you how to get the most out of your spring applications where integration is a consideration it discusses simple
messaging within spring based applications and integration with external systems via simple adapters those adapters
provide a higher level of abstraction over spring s support for remoting messaging and scheduling all of which receives
coverage in this book

Energy Abstracts for Policy Analysis

1978



a comprehensive review of all modern methods for plant root research both in the field and in the laboratory it covers the
effects of environmental interactions with root growth and function focussing in particular on the assessment of root
distribution and dynamics it also describes and discusses the processing of root observations analysis and modelling of
root growth and architecture root image analysis computer assisted tomography and magnetic resonance imaging
furthermore a survey of the application of isotope techniques in root physiology is given
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